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Abstract. We evaluate the performance of transcoding-enabled stream-
ing media caching proxy system (TeC). TeC is designed for efficient de-
livery of rich media web contents to heterogeneous network environments
and client capabilities. Depending on the connection speed and process-
ing capability of an end user, the proxy transcodes the requested (and
possibly cached) video into an appropriate format and delivers it to the
user. We study the TeC performance by simulation using real traces
derived from enterprise media server logs.

1 Introduction

With the popularity of the Internet and the Web, proxy caching systems have
been widely deployed to store frequently requested files close to the end users.
Proxy caching reduces the traffic between content origin and the proxies as well
as the user perceived latency. Today we find more streaming media contents on
the Internet. In order to satisfy various users with different network connection
speeds, most streaming content providers encode the video at several different
bit-rates. Availability of various bit-rate video is useful as the prosperity of
wireless networks brings more heterogeneous client devices (e.g., laptops, PDAs,
palm pilots, cell phones, etc.) that have different network connection, processing
power, and storage. Popular streaming media files can also be stored in proxy
caches for efficient distribution. Traditional caching system treats each client
request equally and independently. This policy results in caching various versions
with different bit-rates of the same video clip, which is a waste of storage.

We proposed to enable the caching proxy with the transcoding ability so that
variants of a video object can be delivered with transcoding the cached content to
the appropriate format, instead of accessing the object all the way from the con-
tent origin[1]. One of the advantages of having transcoding-enabled proxy is that
the content origin servers need not generate different bit-rate videos. Moreover,
heterogeneous clients with various network conditions will receive videos that
are suited for their capabilities, as content adaptation can easily be done at the
network edges. Given that the caching proxy is transcoding-enabled, new adap-
tive caching systems need to be developed for better utilization of the storage.
We proposed a set of caching algorithms that consider the case where variants of
the same video object exist in the system at any point of time [1]. We evaluate
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Fig. 1. System and components for transcoding-enabled caching proxy

our proposed TeC (Transcoding-enabled Caching) system using various experi-
ments, including simulations using the proxy trace derived from a real corporate
media server log. The trace reveals some degree of heterogeneous access of media
objects.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We overview the system archi-
tecture of TeC in Section 2. Simulation results are reported in Section 3 and we
conclude in Section 4.

2 Transcoding-enabled Caching

2.1 System Architecture

Transcoding-enabled caching (TeC) proxies serve various bit-rate versions of
video objects to the end users with different devices or connection profiles. TeC
proxy consists of the components shown in Figure 1. The proxy puts the re-
ceived stream from the origin into the incoming buffer. The transcoder con-
tinuously pulls bit streams from the incoming buffer and subsequently pushes
the transcoded bits out to the outgoing buffer. The proxy decides to cache the
content from the incoming or the outgoing buffer while it is being produced
by the transcoder. The data in the outgoing buffer is obtained either from the
transcoder or from the caching system.

Given the real time transcoding capability, the TeC proxies dynamically
transcode video objects to different variants to satisfy the end users in het-
erogeneous network environments. Each variant is a version. If version x can be
obtained by transcoding from version y, we call version y a transcodable version
for x. Conversely, version x is the transcoded version of y.

2.2 Caching Algorithms

We highlight the TeC caching algorithms in this section. Details of the algorithms
can be found in [1]. Let us assume that the origin server has n versions at bit-
rates b1, b2, . . . , bn for each video object. The highest bit-rate version is b1 and
the lowest is bn, i.e., b1 > b2 > . . . > bn. When version bi is requested from the
end user, and if there is version bj (bj > bi, i.e., bj is a transcodable version for
bi) in cache, the TeC proxy transcodes bj to bi instead of fetching bi from the
content origin. Therefore, it is a cache hit even though bi is not directly available
from the cache.



We proposed three different caching algorithms for TeC system. TEC 11 and
TEC 12 allow at most one version of a video object to be cached at the proxy at
any single time. These two algorithms operate differently when a user requests a
version of the video that has lower bit-rate than the one that is already cached.
For example, if the client requests version bi of a video while bj , where bi < bj ,
exists in the cache, bi is transcoded from bj and streamed to the user. TEC 11
refreshes the access record of bj , but TEC 12 removes bj and caches bi. On the
other hand, TEC 2 may cache multiple versions of the same video object. The
goal is to reduce the processing load on the transcoder.

3 Simulations and Results

A stack-based implementation is developed for the performance evaluation sim-
ulation study. We conduct simulations based on an enterprise media access
trace. The trace logs prolonged media content accesses in mostly a homoge-
neous network environment. It does however, presented some variant-based me-
dia accesses. For performance evaluation in heterogeneous network environments,
please refer to [1] in which synthesized traces are used. In simulations here, the
TeC proxy uses LRU as the cache replacement algorithm within the TEC caching
algorithms. We compare the performance of the TeC proxy with that of a regular
caching proxy. The regular caching proxy only serves as an interception proxy
using the LRU algorithm without transcoding. This proxy treats each access in-
dependently even if the access is to the same media object but a different bit-rate
version. We call this regular caching scheme a “reference model.”

3.1 Enterprise-Trace Extraction and Analysis

The media server logs provided as input to our simulator are obtained from
the servers of HP Corporate Media Solutions. We use log entries from April 1
through May 31, 2001. Since an enterprise media server stores video content at
several bit-rates, we believe using the trace driven from this log can help evaluate
the TeC performance. Note that the Windows Media Server is not RTP/RTSP-
based as we would prefer, but the client access pattern and the video popularity
statistics extracted from the server log are nevertheless useful.

To derive proxy traces from primitive server logs, we first partition the server
log into separate proxy access logs of four major geographical areas based on the
domain names. We then identify multiple bit-rate-variants of the same media
object. They are identifiable by suffix of their URL. We find that suffixes such as
*28.asf, *56.asf and *110.asf or *112.asf are used. It is verified that these objects
are coded at 28Kbps, 56Kbps or above 100Kbps, respectively. We label them as
low (b2), mid (b1) and high (b0) bit-rate variants, respectively. Additionally, we
look further at the average bandwidth field of each entry in the server logs. We
label the access as to a low, mid or high bit-rate variant based on the experienced
bandwidth while delivering the object.
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Fig. 2. Workload variance characteristics

To analyze the obtained traces, we define seven variant categories. Categories
C0, C1 and C2 contain objects with one version. Categories C01, C02 and C12
contain objects with two variants. Category C012 contains objects with three
variants. Figure 2 (a) shows the distribution of the number of objects in each
variant category. Since the media server is targeting at corporate intranet users,
the majority of the objects are coded in one variant. There are also 115 objects
in category C012, and nearly 100 objects coded in various combinations of two
variants (in categories C01, C02, and C12). The TeC system is most useful when
there are accesses to these objects. Figure 2 (b) shows the number of accesses
for each variant categories. Within each category, the number of accesses to
different variants is shown. Since the TeC system improves caching performance
when there are accesses to bit-rate variants, we focus on C01, C02, C12 and C012
categories. Note that the access to one variant dominates in these categories. In
most cases, the highest-bandwidth variant is accessed most often. Note also that
the accesses to variants are mainly to objects in C012. The access to variant b0
dominates in C012. The access to other variants is nearly 25% of the total access
to objects in the category, and less than 10% of overall total access.

During the simulation, 20 GB of content resides on the origin server and there
are total of 27,926 accesses. The accesses are highly temporally located. For con-
tents generated each day, nearly 6 GB of content is accessed at least once more
before the end of the measured period. Figure 3 (a) shows the byte hit ratio.
The results illustrate the performance improvements gained by the TeC system.
TEC 11 provides 4∼9% better byte hit ratio over the reference model. Consider-
ing that the access to variants is only 10% of the total access, the improvement
indicates that 50∼90% of the variant-based access can be served from TeC di-
rectly. Since the dominant version in enterprise environment is most likely the
highest bit-rate version, algorithm TEC 12 that caches lower bit-rate variants
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Fig. 3. Performance Results

produces worse result than TEC 11. TEC 2 achieves less improvement com-
pared with TEC 11. Nevertheless, the transcoding load is significantly reduced
in TEC 2 since it caches multiple variants of the same object. This is evident
from Figure 3 (b) that shows the number of conconcurrent sessions when each
request arrives. For the cache size at 10% of total object size, the average con-
current transcoding session required for TEC 2 is orders of magnitude less than
that for TEC 11. The peak transcoding load for TEC 11, TEC 12, and TEC 2
is 36, 36, and 3 concurrent sessions respectively, and on average 3.35, 3.25, 0.13
concurrent sessions respectively.

Bit-rate reduction transcoding often introduces quality degradation less than
1dB. If resolution reduction is considered, the degradation is negligible. Succes-
sive transcodings introduce further degradation and this is characterized as a
generation loss. Figure 4 (a) shows the distribution of generation losses for the
object served from TeC when the cache capacity is 1 GB. For all the TEC al-
gorithms, only 10% of the requests are served with generation losses. There are
at most one generation loss for all the requests if TEC 11 is used since it caches
variant at higher bit-rate. For TEC 2, only 2% of the requests are served with
two generation losses.

We now investigate the startup latency. We define startup delay as the time
gap between the instance when the proxy receives a request and the instance
when the first packet is served. Assuming a conservative sustained disk I/O
bandwidth of 37 MB/s, the startup delay of an exact hit is 37 µsec, which is
spent in retrieving of a maximum RTP payload of 1400 bytes. We measured
and use the startup delay of 1500 µsec for a transcode hit. A transcode hit is
where a cache has a transcodable version of the requested version. Finally, if a
miss occurs, the proxy establishes a RTSP/RTP session with the origin server.
Assuming an intranet backbone connection (10 Mb/s) between the proxy and
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Fig. 4. Performance Results

the origin, we set the session setup time as 8000 µsec. Using the above values,
the simulator calculates the startup delay for each request. Figure 4 (b) shows
the results. The startup delay decreases when cache capacity increases since
more requests are served directly from the proxy. Since TEC 11 always caches
the higher bit-rate variant, requests to the lower bit-rate variant of the same
object are served with smaller delay as no server access is needed. However,
higher bit-rate variant occupies larger space, which reduces the number of exact
hits that require the smallest delay. On the other hand, as the startup delay
resulted from a transcode hit is much smaller than the delay from a miss, the
transcoding-enabled schemes are still beneficial in terms of latency . TEC 11
and TEC 2 generally produces 200 µsec less in startup delay than the reference
model. TEC 12 shows the worst delay as most of the user requests is to higher
bit-rate variants.

4 Conclusion

We evaluated the TeC performance using the trace derived from an enterprise
network. Simulation results showed that TeC system provides better byte hit
ratio and less startup latency than traditional caching systems. We also showed
that transcoding introduces negligible quality degradation, and requires only
small additional processing load on the proxies.
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